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1:00-1:15 
Opening Remarks and Welcome  
Lynn Rakos, Archaeologist, PANYC President 

 
1:15-1:35 
A Seventeenth Century Dutch Windmill 
on Governors Island 

Holly Herbster, Senior Archaeologist 

The Public Archaeology Laboratory, Inc. 

 

Subsurface testing in the northeastern corner of 

the Governors Island National Historic Landmark 

District identified the structural remains of what 

is believed to be the wind-powered sawmill 

erected by the Dutch West India Company in 

1625-26.  This paper presents documentary and 

physical evidence for the windmill, one of the 

only known archaeological features associated 

with the Dutch occupation of “Nutten Island”.   

 
1:35 – 1:55 

The Emergence of the Tanning Industry 

in Lower Manhattan--A Landscape 

Perspective 

Joseph Schuldenrein, Geoarchaeology 

Research Associates and Rebecca Yamin, John 

Milner Associates 
 

The construction of a tunnel between the 

Metropolitan Corrections Center on Pearl Street 

and the Patrick Moynihan Federal Courthouse in 

1995 revealed remnants of the eastern outlet of 

the Collect Pond and the tanyards associated 

with it.  By documenting and analyzing the 

multiple cultural and natural soils exposed in the 

tunnel profile, it was possible to explain how the 

outlet supported the industry and how the 

landscape changed over time.   

 
1:55 -2:15 

Through the Fire: Stoneware Kiln 
Furniture and Kiln Wasters 

Meta F. Janowitz, URS Corporation 

 

The discarded pieces of used kiln furniture and 

defective pots that are common near potters' 

workshops are often unattractive but almost 

always informative. The kiln-related stoneware 

sherds from the African Burial Ground can be 

used to help identify the products of different 

potters and to study their craft techniques. 

 
2:15-2:30 

Break 

 
2:30-2:50 
The Great Docks at the Erie Basin 

Mary Habstritt; Roebling Chapter, Society for 

Industrial Archeology 

 

The history of the former Todd Shipyard in Red 

Hook, Brooklyn, goes back to 1867.  One of its 

graving docks (a dry dock built into the shore 

and used for ship repair) was recently filled for 

an IKEA parking lot.  The history and importance 

of the shipyard remnants to New York's maritime 

industry will be recounted. 
 
2:50 – 3:10 

Free to the Friends: Documenting the 
High Line 

Thomas R. Flagg and Gerry Weinstein, Society 

for Industrial Archaeology and Photo Recording 

Associates 

 

The “Friends of the High Line” managed to 

spare the former New York Central West Side 

Elevated Freight Line in Manhattan from almost 

certain destruction at the hands of developers, 

and produced a far better plan: it will become an 

elevated linear park with effort being made to 

preserve and display its historic characteristics. 

Before starting stabilization and reconstruction 

of this innovative 1930 railroad structure for park 

purposes in February 2006, the line needed to 

be documented to HAER (Historic American 

Engineering Record) standards of photography. 

Tom and Gerry (as Photo Recording Associates) 

managed to capture this plum of a job - it helped 

that they volunteered their time for free! In this 

talk we will see both the drudgery and the fun of 

doing heavy (literally) IA (industrial archeology) 

in such a place, at such a time, with a 3-week 

deadline. 
 

As always, we extend our thanks to the Museum of the City 
of New York for co-sponsoring this year’s public program. 
Our special thanks to Hakim Hasan, Director of Public 
Programs and Paula Zadigian, Manager of Community 
Programs. Also, thanks go to Linda Stone, Arnold Pickman 
and Jessica Striebel MacLean for their assistance with the 
program, to the PANYC speakers, to our loyal audience and 
to those who have attended the program for the first time. 
We look forward to seeing you all again next year. 




